Specific EEG frequencies signal general common cognitive processes as well as specific task processes in man.
The EEG of 10 normal male young adults was recorded during the performance of three different tasks: mental calculation, verbal working memory (VWM) and spatial working memory (SWM). The stimuli used in the three tasks were the same, only the instructions to the subjects were different. Narrow band analysis of the EEG and distributed sources for each EEG frequency were calculated using variable resolution electromagnetic tomography (VARETA). At some frequencies (1.56, 4.68, 7.80 to 10.92 Hz) at least two tasks produced similar EEG patterns that were interpreted as the reflex of common cognitive processes, such as attention, inhibition of irrelevant stimuli, etc. Specific changes were also observed at 2.34, 3.12, 3.90, 5.46 and 6.24 Hz. The first three of these frequencies showed similar changes during VWM and calculus at the left frontal cortex, suggesting the activation of working memory (WM) processes. The interaction effect at these frequencies was mainly observed at the anterior cingulate cortex and frontal cortex. At 5.46 and 6.24 Hz, changes were only observed during mental calculation.